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EVs Exploding In Florida After Water Damage

Description

USA: Technocrats pledge to put everyone in an electric vehicle by 2030 or 2035. What insanity 
would promote exploding cars full of toxic and unstable metals like lithium? Alternative energy 
and turning everything to electricity is the biggest Technocracy scam of the century. ? TN Editor

A top Florida state official warned Thursday that firefighters have battled a number of fires caused by 
electric vehicle (EV) batteries waterlogged from Hurricane Ian.

EV batteries that have been waterlogged in the wake of the hurricane are at risk of corrosion, which
could lead to unexpected fires, according to Jimmy Patronis, the state’s top financial officer and fire
marshal.

“There’s a ton of EVs disabled from Ian. As those batteries corrode, fires start,” Patronis tweeted
Thursday. “That’s a new challenge that our firefighters haven’t faced before. At least on this kind of
scale.”

“It takes special training and understanding of EVs to ensure these fires are put out quickly and safely,”
he continued in a follow-up tweet. “Thanks to [North Collier Fire Rescue] for their hard work.”

Patronis published a video of firefighters in Naples, Florida, battling a fire started from a Tesla EV’s
battery. A bystander is overheard in the video saying that the crew had used hundreds of gallons of
water attempting to put the fire out.

There’s a ton of EVs disabled from Ian. As those batteries corrode, fires start. That’s a new
challenge that our firefighters haven’t faced before. At least on this kind of scale. 
#HurricaneIan pic.twitter.com/WsErgA6evO

— Jimmy Patronis (@JimmyPatronis) October 6, 2022

Last week, Hurricane Ian pummeled cities along Florida’s west coast including Naples and Fort Myers,
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making landfall as a Category 4 storm. The hurricane caused more than 100 deaths and over a million
residents to lose power.

featured image: Firefighters attempt to put out a fire started from a waterlogged electric vehicle after 
Hurricane Ian slammed Florida’s west coast. (Jimmy Patronis / Twitter)
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